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OVERHEAD DLJI'IES IN FIRE SUPPRESSION. 

Introducti on, 

The detailed dutie8 of the overhead in fire suppression 

vary with every fire. To cover all the duties involved in 

combatting forest fires would fill a large boo'L. However, in 

this paper, I shall endeavor to bring out the important steps 

involved in fire suppression work with which the overhead 

should be concerned. 

To bring out the objects of this paper, I have divided 

the overhead personnel into divisions characteristic of the 

work involved in combatting forest fires. These are: Fire 

Chief, Foreman and Strawboss. The duties of these members 

of the overhead will take care of the work done on the fire 

line. 

Another division made on large fires, and one that is 

very important, is that of the Camp Superintendent. In this 

paper, I am not considering the duties of this man aside 

from mentioning a few of the more important things relating 

to this position in the overhead. These might be summarized 

into the following: time keeping; ordering of supplies and 

equipment; taking care of transportation; camp construction, 

cooks, sanitation and the activities of several camps if 

more than one is established. The Camp Superintendent is 

expected to have assistants help him in his work, and, when 

ordering men as fire fighters he should include enough to 

help him in his work. 

However, as mentioned before, this paper deals mainly 

with the work on the fire line. It is being prepared in an 

effort to bring together the duties of the overhead into 

one report, and boiled down so as to cover the more essential 
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points to keep in mind when teaching other members of 

the forest service organization these duties. I am do- 

ing this work in line with my work on the Mount Hood 

National orest during the summer months. This forest, 

the past season, carried on an extensive teaching prog- 

ram by teaching each of their short term men the duties 

of one member of the overhead in fire suppression. 

Many of the points listed will be characteristic 

of each of the three 

I have combined most 

them in detail under 

mentioning them when 

man and strawboss. 

The first overh 

of the fire chief. 

members of 

of these p 

the duties 

di sous sing 

ad duty to 

the overhead. However, 

oints, and described 

of the fire chief, merely 

the duties of the fore- 

describe will be that 
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FIRE CHIEF: 

Getting Facts About the Fire. 

One of the first and most important duties of the fire 

chief is to get facts about the fire. This is important be- 

cause the fire chief is responsible for all action on the 

fire, and he should know at all times what the fire is doing. 

There are several ways of getting these important facts 

ahout the fire such as from description furnished before going to 

the tire and from observation on the way to the fire. I want 

to emphasize at thie time one point in connection with the last 

way I mentioned to get facts. If, on the way to the fire, a 

good view can be obtained by going to the top of a hill instead 

of going around the hill, by all means go to the top and look 

the fire over carefully. This applies to the first man to the 

fire or to the fire chief. I would not recommend that every 

man on the way to the fire go to the top of the hill to look 

over the fire. Other ways to get facts about the fire are: from 

men already on the fire, from scouts, and by going around the 

fire, writing down facts and making a rough map of the fire. 

The fire chief should make it a point to make a map of 

the fire and write down on this map important notations con- 

cerning the placement of his overhead and the conditions of 

the fire line0 Do not make an extensive map of the fire, as 

this would involve too much time, but make a rough working 

diagram of conditions encountered as the fire line is traversed. 

Some of the facts about the fire with which the fire 

chief should be concerned are size, location, cause, arid loca- 

tion of spot fires and their sizes. The location of the spots 

can be determined by the direction of the wind from the time 

the fire first started. All wind changes should he considered 



when hunting spot fires. Other facts about the fire with which 

the fire chief should be concerned are: into what class of mat- 

erial the fire is burning and into what class it will ;pread. 

By this I mean the +ye cf grouLd cover such as snags, green 

timber, log nues, blow downs, brush or what-have-you. By 

knowing the kind of material in which the fire is burning, 

the fire chief can plan out his work for each change of ground 

cover if' this is necessary, The class of material being con- 

sumed by the fire also involves the rate of spread of the fire, 

which in turn is governed by the wind direction and velocity, 

the humidity and slope of the ground upon which the fire is 

burning. 

More facts about the fire to be considered are: location 

of natural fire breaks such as roads, tops of ridges, creeks, 

etc., amount of work to do around the fire line such as num- 

her of snags and logs to cut, amount of line to dig out, and 

amount of moss laden trees, or dead trees with dry needles to 

burn, 

Using Facts in Planning Attack. 

In planning his attack on the fire, the fire chief should 

take into consideration all of the above named factors. He should 

never attack haphazardly, but on the contrary should have a 

definite reason for everything he does, This means that he 

should be well posted on the burning conditions of' the fire 

at all times. 

If' he has only a few men with him now, the fire chief 

should he able to determine the approximate size of the fire 

by the time the rest of the crew will arrive. This means tak- 

ing into consideration the rate of spread, which involves 
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many factors. The Forest Service standard for control time 

is 10:00 A.M. of the day following the start of the fire or 

before a possible blow-up. The Pire Chief should keep this 

in mind when determining the number of men 
to hire. By knowing 

the approximate number of snags and logs to cut the fire chief 

can determine approximately the number of fallers and buckers 

that are needed to bring the fire under control. 

On a recent survey conducted in Oregon and Washington 
the 

Forest Service gives out the following figures 
on time to fall 

snags and buck logs. 

FALLING SNAGS: 

Diameter of snag Time. 

BUCKING LOGS. 

15" 15 min. 

30" 40 min. 

40" 70 min. 

48" 100 min. 

15" 15 min. 

30" 38 Min. 

40" 89 min. 

48" 125 min. 

The average figure for line construction is: i man can build 

i. chain of line per hour under average conditions. 
All these 

figures giverialoove are average and should be 
considered as 

such in determining the approximate number of men needed. 

The fire chief should also use the facts 
about the fire 

in making a rough sketch map of the fire showing the main 

points of attack of the main 
fire and the spot fires. On 

this sketch map the following 
should be shown: Points of 
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attack of the main fire and the stot fires; location of fire 

camps; names of fcrern*rt camping at. different. camps; sector 

of fire line for each foreman; numher of strawos crews to 

each foreman,and the number of men in each strawbos crew. 

This information will help the fire chief in following up 

his men and directing them in their suervisory work, 

The main points of attack of the main firê and the spot 

fires are found by going around the fire making a reconnaiss- 

ance survey of burning conditions. Generally, the most vital 

points of a fireuioints where a small amount. of work anplied 

at the right moment will give maximum results in preventing 

the sread of the fire; sectors where the fire must be contrail- 

ed in order to prevent. it's working around , or flanking the 

lines which already have been or are about to be constructed; 

sectors where the most rapid spread may he expected. On level 

ground the fire chief can determine the sector of most rapid 

snrea.d by the wind direction, what it has been in the past and 

what. it is expected t. do in the future. On slopes, the most. 

rapid sDread of a fire may be expected to be found on the up- 

hiTil side of the eire. 

In choosing a site for a carn, the fire chief should re- 

gard the following factors, (i) safety of the camp from the 

fire, (2) nearness to water for camp use,and (3) the proximity 

of camr to the fire, cutting down walking time as much as poss- 

ible, Possible selections for a good camp site are open mead- 

ows, points on big streams and. in onen timber where the camp 

can he easily defended. As a general ru]Te it. is much safer to 

place the camp on the edge of the fire than at a considerable 

distance hack, for as soon as the adjacent fire is burned off, 

jt. serves as a fire line for the camp. 
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The names of the foremen t camp at the different camps , 

if more than one is established, should also be shown on the 

sketch map. This enables the fire chief to keep' informed as 

to the placement of his men while in camp. 

The sector of fire line for each foreman should be mark- 

ed on the sketch map. This shows where the men are to be found 

while on the fire line. The usual amount of line to a foreman ¡s 

from 200 to 600 yards. By showing the sector of line for the 

foreman)the fire chief can fix responsibility for poor work 

arid he can hit several vital points at the same time if nece- 

s sa ry. 

In determining the number of strawboss crews to a fcreman 

the fire chief should watch for capability of foreman to super- 

vise, and amount. of work to do on the sector assigned to that 

particular foreman. The average number of strawbosses under 

one foreman is from 3 to , but conditions a the fire will 

usually determine the actual number. 

The number of men in each strawboss crew is largely deter- 

mined by the amount of work to do by the strawboss, arid also 

the type of work to do. From 8 to 12 men in one strawboss crew 

is the average number to use. They should be balanced as to 

faliers, buckers, axemen and ma+tock-men or shovelmen. As far 

as possible the men should do the type of work to which they 

are best fitted. That is, if they can use the axe better than 

they cari use the shovel, they should use the axe. They should 

remain in the same strawboss crew all through the fires Do 

not allow them to work under one st,rawboss and then another 

as they please. In recruiting men from Portland or other large 

cities it is best to separate the men from their buddies, except 

in the case of fallere falling ogether 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO OVERHEADS 

POREMEN: 

Just as soon as the fire chief has full information 

about the fire, he should give his instructions to the 

foremen. For this information the Forest Service Form No. 

877, requisition for supplies, is recommended, as it gives 

3 or 4' copies. The foremen should write down or take 

notes on the information given them by the fire chief. 

The first infonation given to the foremen should cover 

the names of the strawbosses under each foreman, the 

number of men under each strawboss, and the kind of tools 

for each strawboss, whether standard or special. 

After the foremen find out what tools are needed 

in each strawboss crew,they should give a copy of the tool 

list to their strawbosses, and have them organize the 

men into strawbosacrews, giving out tools specified by 

the fire chief, As soon as the organizing is started by 

the strawbosses, the foremen should report back to the 

fire chief for additional information. In the meantime, 

the fire chief can be giving instructions to special men, 

such as scouts, water foreman, special lookouts etc. 

As soon as the foremen report back, the fire chief 

should give them full information about their sector of 

the fire such as the location of the sector for each fore- 

man, how to get to their respective sectors, points on 

sector at which to start crew to working, recommended 

methods to use on the sector, whether direct, two-foot, 

parallel or indirect, and the spot fires to take care,for 

each foreman. The foremen should also know whether or 
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not they have dangerous snags on their sector. If they 

have some, they should get them down as soon as possible. 

The fire chief should also give the foremen the location 

of water on their respective sectors, and the location 

of the fire camp to which they are to return. All other 

information needed by the foremen before they leave for 

the fire should be given at this time. 

By this time, when the foremen have their instructions, 

the strawbosses should have their men organized into crews, 

and assigned tools, so that they are ready to go to the 

fire. The foremen should return to the strawbosses asoigned 

to them and take them to the fire. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CP SUPERINTENDENT. 

While the fire chief is busy getting facts about the 

fire, or giving instructions to the foremen, the camp super- 

intendent should be busy getting camp set up, and taking 

care of the tools and equipment. As soon as the foremen 

have taken their crews to the fire, the fire chief should 

give any information or instructions to the camp super- 

intendent covering the following facts. 

1. Number of additional men and type, as fallers, 

buckers, etc. 

2. Equipment and tools,. Amount and kind of each. 

:3. Placement of special eçuipment, such as pumps, 

hose, torches, phones etc. The camp superintendent 

should see that special equipment is sent to design- 

ated place as soon as it arrives from the warehouse. 

4. .00d supplies for number of days and men. Use stand- 



ard ration lists. 

. iVhere sub-fire camps are to be established, if 

needed, and for how many men in each to prepare. 

6. Time for breakfast, lunch and supper. 

Any other information needed by the camp superint- 

endent should be given at this time by the fire chief, 

and the camp superintendent should see that everything 

is carried out according to the directions of the fire 

chief. The camp superintendent should have enough men 

to aid him in his work around the camp. These men should 

be ordered when the fire fighters are ordered. Vrrien the 

fire chief places an order for men, t camp superintend- 

ent should add any men he will need to the list, and order 

them at the same time, so as not to lower the number of 

men ordered by the fire hief 

OL 2:i 

As soon as the fire chief has given the camp super- 

intendent all the instructions that he will need, he should 

leave for the fire line and immediately find out what the 

fire is doing on all sidss. He should be there to direct 

and supervise the actual fire fighting. On large fires 

tbr rire chie-f should have a sufficient number of scouts 

to enable himself keeping .i touch with all his foremen. 

I-le should always give written instructions to the scouts, 

and give them detailed instructions covering the points 

to look for in scouting the fire. 

The fire chief should not bog down on one sector of 

the fire line, but should circulate around the whole fire 

so as to keep in touch with all parts of the control work. 
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However, there may be times when supervision of a hot 

point is necessary for a time. The fire chief should be 

there to assume control of the work if occasion demands. 

He can keep in touch with other parts of the line through 

his scouts. 

While going around the fire, the fire chief should 

watch for details in the work of controlling the fire 

as 
such, the work of the foremen and strawbosses, and all 

phases of work taken to control the fire. There ar 

Innumerable points to look for in this work, hut I shall 

list a few of the more important ones that are covered 

ir: fighting fire. These can he summarized as follows: 

brushing out the fire line; line constructicn; cutting 

loge and snags; treating burning snags; treating 

spots on main fire and spot fires; browned patches of 

brush and reproduction; moss on timber; use of dirt and 

powder; patrol of fire lines; back firing: effect of the 

slope hastening the action; methods of attack used; use 

of water and water-equipment and personnel administration. 

The above named points are vital In fire suppression 

work, and should he thoroughly understood in détail by 

the foreman, and strawboss, as well as the fire chief. 

I shall enumerate the details of each at this time under 

the heading of the duties of the fire chief, and shall 

merely mention them when considering the duties of the 

foreman and strawboss. I will not try to give the detailed 

number of points to consider under each heading, hut i 

shall list a few of the more important points to consider 

under each. 
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The brushirg out of the line is done before any 

line work is contemplated in places where the brush is 

so thick that it must be brushed out. In thick brush, the 

enera1 rule is to cut a trail as wide as the brush is 

tall. This enables a particle of brush, if burned off, 

to fall irside the brushed out part of the line. The 

brush, when cut, should be piled so that it can be burned 

in the early evening or in 4he early mornirg. Where the 

brush is not very thick it can be scattered and left. 

Above all, when brushing out the line, pile the brush 

s that it will not have to be handled again, as time 

is precious on the fire line. 

In line construction, there are many points to watch 

in order to bring the fire under control in the least poss- 

lUe time. I shall first consider the different methods 

used in line construction such as the direct method, two- 

foot method, indirect method, and parallel method. 

The direct method is a spade method consisting of 

scraping ir. and shovelling In, or digging out and throw- 

ing in the burning edge of the fire, In using this method 

the fire line is the natural edge of the fire. It is 

used on all ernouldering sectors, where the fire is caught 

in the smouldering stage, and on weakly blazing fires 

when the flames can be easily beaten out and controlled. 

The two-foot method is a substitute for the 

direct method where the hazel hoe or mattock is used in 

building a line not over two feet from the burning edge 

of the fire leaving as little material as possible for 
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mouldering. It is used on sectors where the fire is 

smouldering in heavy duff, and it's edge cannot be dug 

out with the hazel hoe or mattock, and clean burning with 

backfires is difficult or impossible. 

The naraliel method consIts of building a line from 

6 to 50 feet in advance of the main fire and immediately 

burning out the intervening strip. It is used on all sect- 

ors where the fire is burning briskly, and in places where 

backfiring conditions are good, and where use of this 

method will save time. 

The inr5irect method consists of completing 
a contin- 

oua line at a considerable distance 
in advance of the fire, 

usually taking advantage of favcrable topography, and then 

backfiring. This method is seldom used on large fires, 

because the burning of a vide strip of country is usually 

very difficult or very dangerous. The use of this method 

hinges on the width of the strip to be burned, the chara- 

cter and condition of the intervening material, and the 

degree of protection offered by the natural fire break. 

Different parts of the fire line will probably req- 

uire different mehod of attack, as different material 

is burning and the topography changes. In building any 

lire, it is important to use the proper method when cond- 

itions are such that a certain method is sunerior to some 

other method. The members of the overhead should see that 

the line built is such that it will hold the fire after 

it has been stopped, against any adverse conditions coming 

up such as a dry east wind, or a long dry spell. It will 

probably be necessary to build a rough line around the 
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fire, then go hack na make any needed improvenents or 

changes. 

In building the line, the foreman or strawboss should 

blaze the line, immediately followed by the axernen, with 

the buekers and mattock-men following. The men should be 

so snaced that one job crowds the other, thus getting a 

maximum amount of work out of the men. The line need not 

b' of excessive width, but it should be wide enough to 

stop the fire , and as close to the fire as possible. The 

line can he finished in good shape by a few members of 

the crew, enabling the first part of the crew to proceed 

ahead. In building a line around several fingers of fire 

it is necessary to burn out all of these intervening 
fingers 

before leaving the line. In constructing a line where 

brush has been cut, the line should be dug on the outer 

edge of the brushed out line, and the part of brushed out 

line from this trail to the inner edge should be burned 

out if possible. In building lines on top of ridges, th e 

lines should be built on the opposite edge of the ridge 

that the fire is on, so as to catch the back draft. Before 

leaving one sector of fire line, the strawboss should see 

that some means of patrol be left so as to catch any piece 

of burning material that may happen t get outside the 

line. Line construction is very important in all phases 

of fire fighting, so it is up to all the members of the 

overhead organization to thoroughly understand the important 

steps and methods of building this line. 
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The logs should be bucked out ahead of the mattock 

arid hoe-men. This enables a continous line to be built. 

When bucking out lcsit is well to keep in mind what 

the fire trail i to be used for during fire control 

work, such as tractor road, horse traiior foot 
trail. 

There are many time saving elements to be practiced in 

bucking logs such as cutting at an angle so log will roll 

freely, use of pole as a skid, and undercutting. These 

are worthwhile, hut are easily learned in practice so 

I will not go into them here in great detail. All logs 

along the fire line must be cut and a trail built through 

them before the fire can be left, so the fire chief must 

see th8,t he has enough buckers to take care of all the 

logs. 

The snags, as well as the logs, will require a 

great deal of attention. The forest service requires the 

snags to be felled for 800 feet back from the edge of the 

fire trail, before the fire can be regarded as being 

under control. In falling the snags, or other trees that 

need falling, it is well to have the faDers work ahead 

of the rest of the crew so as to reduce the risk of having 

any injuries due to falling trees or snags. There are var- 

icus method used to fall snags and trees such as by saw, 

boring machine and powder, pushing over with tractor, and 

pulling over with tractor and line. The first two methods 

are used much more than the others, with the first used 

niere than the second. The forest service is still experi- 

menting with the boring machine and powder, and much is 

to he expected from this machine in the future. 
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Then working around snags that are afire at the base, 

water and dirt can be used very effectively to cool down 

the fire so that the fallers can work around the snag, 

and fall it. Sometimes the fire can be kept from getting 

into the snags by trenching around the base, thus keeping 

the fire from the snag. One thing a member of the overhead 

should know is to make a bed for the snag to fall into, 

when falling outside the fire, such as would happen in spot 

fires. All the bru&i should he cut around the area selected 

for the snag, and anything that would catch fire from burn- 

Ing embers should he cleaned up to reduce the danger of 

spread. If falling the snag ori a side hilly means should 

be taken to prevent the snag rolling down the bill by 

blocking up the lower side with a small log or pole. As 

In bucking logs, there are many time saving factors to 

use and apply, which are ganed in actual practice, so I 

will not go into them here in great detail. 

Every member of the overhead should be on the watch 

for spike top trees to see that they do not go unnoticed 

with a small fire burning cn the top. The Hemlock and 

White Fir trees that are broken off at the top are the 

ones to watch in this respect as they will burn out the 

center and leave a thin shell of sapwood. It is very 

hard to tell that there is a fire in them because they 

will smoulder for a long time without giving any external 

signs of having fire in them. To be safe when dealing with 

trees of this kind, the fire chief and others in charge 

should see that they are felled before the fire Is left. 
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Spot flresax'e always a menace to fire fighters arid 

they will probably continue to be so a long s fires 

are allowed to start arid spread over the country. If the 

spots can be controlled before they develop into large 

fires, the number of large fires would decre8 All 

memberi of the overhead however, should he on the watch 

for the spots and get them out before they develop into 

large conflagrations. When handling quite a number of 

spot fires close together, it may be possible to work 

all of them by constructing a line around them, using 

a contirious line for them. On large fires where there are 

a number of spots to handle it will be better to number 

the spots so as to refer to them later. Before leaving 

spot fires, the fire chier should see that adequate means 

are taken to patrol them after the main crew leaves, so 

as to take care of any poseible hang-overs. 

Equally dangerous as the spot fires are the hot spots 

in the main fire. These should be cooled down as quickly 

s t,ossible. If log piles are afire, scatter the logs, 

chop out the fire if' possible and put out the fire in 

logs wherever it cari be done. The forest service requires 

that the perimeter of the fire shall be out 100%' and all 

burning material be dead out for 50 feet back from the 

edge of the fire before the fire can be regarded as being 

under control, The man in charge, whether strawboss, fore- 

man, or fire chief should be able to recognize the danger 

of the hot places, size up the burning conditions adjoin- 

ing them arid then act according to his best judgement. 
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Other dangerous places to watch on the fire,aside 

from those already ment.ioneci5are browned patches of brush 

and reproduction, mossy tirr'ber,and other areas that warrant 

speedy attention. Fire, by all means, should be kept out 

of these places. If the tian in charge will plan ahead and 

work to keep the fire out of places where these cond- 

itions prevail, he will save himself sorne work later. 

Soil, if used correctly is very good to use in cooling 

hot places anca smothering small pieces that are afire. 

Then using soil, the one in charge should see that large 

chunks, logs and stumps that have fire in them are not 

buried with dirt and left in this condition. When dirt 

is.used to smother fire it should he scraped off and the 

fire drowned, if water if close. When water is not avail- 

able dirt can be rubbed on the fire to smother it. By 

all means the large chunks of burning material, burning 

stumps and logs should not be buried and left. 

Some experiments have been conducted in recent years 

with powder to build fire line, in falling snags and in 

cutting logs high in the air. In building fire lines with 

powder, the aim has been to kick up some fresh dirt along 

a hill side from which to backfire or direct attack on the 

fire. Every member of the overhead should he fanL1iar with 

the safety rules of handling powder,a copy of which is 

sent with each shipment of powder from the warehouse. 

BACKFIRING: 

In all fire control work, wherever the parallel or 

indirect method is used, the intervening material between 
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the fire front and the fire trail constructed should be 

burnt out, Both the parallel and the indirect method are 

used with the intention of burning out this material. If 

conditions are such that backfirir.g cannot be done, the 

method of attack should be changed to conform with the 

burning conditions of the fire. Under all cases where 

backfiring is used the burning out of the intervening 

material should be done on the heels of the crew building 

the line. In this way, the whole crew is on hand to handle 

any emergency that may flome up. The foreman or fire chief 

bould he on hand whenever backfiring is used. This places 

the responsibility in definite limits, and also places a 

capable man in charge of the backfiring, 

Some of the rules of backfiring to observe are listed 

below. It is well for the person in charge to consider these 

rules whenever he is considering the use of backfires. 

These rules are: (i) never set a larger string of backfires 

than you can control; (2) always make them burn clean from 

the edge of the trail into the main fire; (3) space them 

so adjacent spots will burn into the main fire before 

they join laterally; (4) scatter piles of logs or bark 

that would make too hot a fire; (5) either fall or trench 

around unignited snags to keep fire out; (6) arrange logs 

so they will point up or down hill if the roll is danger- 

ous on a side hill; (7) backfiring should be done by an 

experienced man only; and (8) test backfiring possibilitìes 

before expending large amounts of work on the line in ad- 

vance of the fire. 
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There are many ways with which to 8tart backfires such 

as;by using the Hauch Torch, pitch sticks afire, oiled 

rags,and a shovel for carrying hot coals. In starting back- 

fires the main thing is to get them started immediately 

while the whole crew is there to handle them. Iever turn 

a stranger loose with a backfiring torch. Always have a 

responsible oerson. on hand to see that proper precautionary 

means are ta,ken. The wind. movements and drafts will also 

have a great effect on the backfiring conditions. 

WIìW MOVEMENTS AND DRAFTS. 

Every member of the overhead should understand the 

effects of wind movements and drafts on the fire. The 

winds coming from a dry and arid regicn are usually very 

warm and dry. In tlii region, an East wind is regarded as 

a fire wind because it comes from the hot. dry region of 

Eastern Oregon, Moist material dries out very rapidly 

whenever an East wind is blowing. It Is the danger signal 

that all fire fighters are wat-.hing. Winds are usually 

strongest in the afternoon and early evening, and compara- 

tively weak at night and during the early morning hours. 

Drafts also bear quite a bit of weight on the burning 

conditions of a fire. The natural draft of a fire causes 

jt to burn more vigor ously by furnishing a new supply of 

oxygen. The drafts up iill also cause the fire to burn 

rapidly in going up a hill. 

SCHOOL OF FORESTR!V 

OREGON STATE COLLEGE 

CORVALLIS, 0REGO4 
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Every fire chief, foreman and strawboss should study 

the wind movements and dr.fts of a fire which are shown by 

the drift arid volume of smoke, in order to make the follow- 

ing calculations 'There the hot spots will develop; where 

the fire will reach the top of the ridge first; where to 

send scouts to see what is taking place; where to reinforce 

crews in order to complete the work before a possible 

blow-up; where to look for spot fires,and where to cut 

dangerous snags first. By being familiar with the wind. 

movements and drafts, the foreman or person in charge carA 

plan out his work in advance ans. take advantage of any 

conditions coming up that will help him in his work. 

Along with the wind changes and draft, should be listed 

the effect of the slope on t.he burning conditions of the 

fire. The steeper the s1op the faster will be the rate 

of spread of a fire. This is brought about because on a 

slope the draft is uphill, the flame is closer to the burn- 

Ing material on the uphill side and the fire dries out 

and heats the material on the uphill side faster than it 

does on the downhill side. On steep slopes a wider fire 

line will be necessary than that needed on level ground 

or on gentle slopes. The fire chief should also recognize 

the danger of burning material rolling down bill on steep 

slopes. If a fire line is lost on slopes, the person in 

charge of the line construction should not become discour- 

aged, but should move farther up the hill and take another 

chance at the fire from the new position up the hill. 
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No paper of this kind is complete without touching 

ori the use of water for line and mop-up work. One cf the 

first things a fire chief should do on a fire is to start 

a scout out in search of water locations for both pumps 

and use in camps. The scout going in search of water should 

be instructed to mark a trail to the water locations and 

rost signs showing the location. With the portable pumpers 

now used in fire control work, water can he used on fires 

under varying conditions. There may be times when a gravity 

system is available and can he used. The fire chief should 

recognize them systems and plan to take care of them when- 

ever possible. 

Whenever water i.s used very extensively on a fire, the 

fire chief should plan to have a water foreman in charge 

of ali water supplied to the fire. This man should be well 

trained in the use of water, the use and operation of the 

pumps, and the proper use and distribution of hose. 

In using the pumps there are many labor saving and 

equiment saving factors to take into consíderation,such 

asusing a bucket or can in a creek to keep the suction 

hose out of the mud; the placing of pumps as high as pose- 

ible in the creeks to save lifts and get more water,and 

the placing of take-off valves in the hose line for filling 

hack-pack cans. If no take off valves are available the 

cane can be filled by loosening the ìose and allow the water 

t spill out into the can. The pu.rnpmen should know at what 

pressure to run their pumps so as not to break the hose. 

Ordinary hose should be of such quality that it will with- 
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atand 150 pounds pressure. The pumpmen should he instructed 

not to exceed the maximum pressure that the hose will stand, 

as breaking the hose does not put water on the fire. 

When laying out the hose, plan the hose line so that 

there are no excessive curves or kinks in the line. The 

male connection goes away from the pump and the female 

connection goes next to the pump. In laying out the hose 

for the new Edward1s Puinpers, it is a good policy to lay 

two lines of hose for the first four lengths then couple 

back into one hose with a reverse coupling. This saves ex- 

cessive pressure on the first few lengths of hose, and puts 

more water on the nozzle. Do not place the hose where it 

will be in danger of being burned up or tramped on by horses 

or men. Then crossing railroad tracks, place the hoseunder 

the tracks and in between the ties. 

When the lift is greater than the capacity of one 

pump to lift, two pumps can be used in series and water 

can he lifted to great heights. In using two or more pumps 

in series, have the lower pump pump water into a sump, and 

let the next pump suck the water from this sump. Sumps can 

be made by digging a hole in the ground or by hanging a 

waler tight canvas between supports. When syphoning water 

from lakes or where necessary to use the soft fire hose as 

suction hose, place a - inch garden hose inside the fire 

hose so that the hose will not flatten when suction is started. 

Along roads, where they are available, tank fire 

trucks can he used to suDDly water. The same points listed 

under the pumpers can he apnlied to fire trucks with tanks 

and hose. 
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In using back pack cans with pumpe, it is much better 

to have a trained forest. service man use the can and pump 

because he is better trained in the use of water on a fire 

than is a man picked up from the fire fighters. The water 

should be carried to the fire line where the back-pack-can- 

man can find it easily by a fire fighter. Where water is 

quite a distance from the fire, the fire chief should see 

that it istlsed sparingly. 

MOP UP WORK. 

The fire chief and foreman houid work out the plans 

for mop up work in advance so that each foreman and straw- 

boss will have definite areas to work. The mop up work 

should be so planned that the dangerous areas are worked 

on first. Then get the less dangerous places. 

When lining up the men for mo up work the strawbose 

should space them so they are not bunched together. It is 

best to have the men work alone, but where occasion demands 

they should work together. Each man should he given a strip 

to work1 This strip should not be any wider than what the 

men can cover thoroughly and get over all of the area. In 

this way the men are not bunched together ingangs and 

all of the fire area can be covered thoroughly. The fire 

chief should not take any chances on a ba weather break 

to do his mop up work, but he should start this work when- 

ever he feels that the fire line is safe , and the fire 

can he safely kept within its bounds. 

During the mop up work, the members of the overhead 

should circulate as much as possible over their respective 
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areas so as to direct and surervise their men. Snow them 

how to improve their methods where improvement is needed, 

and see that the mop up work is carried on as quickly as 

Dospible. The straw'ooss should see that each man has a 

definite area to work on, and that the men work on this 

area and get it thoroughly out before moving to another. 

The strawhos should know where he is going to put his 

men vthen they finish one mop up area. 

To enumerate all the details involved during the mop 

up process would entail a very lengthy discussion. Cond- 

itions on t,he fire line will determine the type and chara- 

eter of work to do. However, I shall enumerate a few of 

the more important things to keep in mind during the mop 

up work. 

Al] members of the overhead should he on the watch 

during the mop up work to see that nothing is left that 

would cause a blow-up or outbreak later. Each log should 

be inspected thoroughly, and all fire chopped or put out. 

When chopping fire from logs it. is well to watch where 

the chiDs go so as not get a fire started outside the fire 
line. logs should be rolled out of their position which 

is usually a bed of coals. If rolled out of this bed of' 

coals, they will generally go out over night. The logs 

and stumps covered with dirt should be uncovered so as 

to expose any burning or smouldering material. Low limbs 

from trees should be cut so as to reduce the possibility 
of fire getin started in the tree tops. Small L1ands 
of brush and reproduction should be burned out. If Eturups 

are on fire, the roots should be inspected t0 see that all 
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fire is out below the ground. 

The fire chief should study the conditions of the 

material left to 1urn inside the line t. see that the 

line will hold in case of a reburn or a change in the wind. 

In all cases whenever the humidity drors, the detection 

and patrol for the area should he increased. The fire 

chief should not take any chances whatever on the fire 

getting started again. 

PATROLLING OF FIhE LIIE. 

No member of the overhead on any fire should leave 

without leaving behind some means of patrol of the fire 

flne. An adequate patrolman should be left in charge, and 

if more men are needed to cover all the line this one man 

should he in charge. A system of patrol should be worked 

out in advance so that. rio part of the line is left without 

sorne means of patrol. It is best to have patro]en overlap 

their sectors so that. a very intensified system is had. 

The intensity of the patrol should be based on the present 

burning conditions of fire, and on the probable direction 

and rate of spread under the present conditions of any 

fires that may become established. 

The patrolmen should be ins+.rueted what to do in case 

the fire gets away and help is needed. They should be 

equipped with some tools, the type to he decided by the 

fire chief. All patrolmen should be so equipped with tools 

that they can take care of any emergencies that may come up. 

Back pack cans with pumps should be left for the use of 

the patrolmen if they should need. them. 
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PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION. 

Thile going around the fire, it le well for the fire 

chief to check the foremen and strawbosses as to their 

capability in handling their men. These two members of 

the overhead come in close contact with the men and they 

are the ones that should concern themselves with the prob- 

lern of handling the men. The men working ori the fire muet 

have respect for their overhead. This is obtained by proper 

tact and disciplinary methcds used in directing and super- 

vising them, 

The strawbosses should be checked to see that they 

men 
are keeping theirtogether. They should also know what 

each man is doing all the time. If any wandering fire 

fighters are found on the fire line, the fire chief should 

find out under what strawboss they are supposed to be 

working, and what they are doing. The straw'oosses should 

stay with their men and direct t.he, have the proper type 

of work done, get the maximum amount of work from the 

men and have lunches brought out to the crew at noon. 

The foremen should be checked to see that they are 

circulating over their entire sector, and supervising thea 

work. 

At night the fire chief should have a meeting with 

his overhead to discuss the 

and the results & the day 
the plans for each crew for 

worked out. A discussion of 

day should also be had, and 

as the case may he. 

plan of attack, methods used, 

in general. At this meeting 

the following day should be 

the errors made during the 

these corrected or critisized 
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INSPECTION 0F FIRE CAMPS. 

Whenever the fire chief goes into a main er sub camp, 

he should make a thorough inspection of the camp to see 

that the camp superintendent is carrying on his work as 

he should. 

Upon arrival at. the camp the fire chief should make 

an inspection of the camp as to neatness, sanitary condi- 

t.ionand efficiency of the camp force. He should inspect 

the progress map and report to see that it is kept up to 

date. if he fire chief feels that the camp plans should 

he changed, he should make the recoimended changes to the 

camp uperintendent. The timekeeper should also be checked 

S.S this is a very important. position in large fire camps. 

The timekeeper should make his reports daily on the ti.ìie 

slips, ana. keep all the time for the crew up to date. 

Food suplies should be checked to see that theyare 
properly cared for, of the proper kind, and a gooc supply 

kept on hand. Meat should be properly taken care of in . 

ieat house with screen doors. 

LAYING oi?:' THE CREW. 

Before laying off the crew, the fire chief should 

plan to have the greater part of the mop up work 

He should not keep a large crew of fire fighters on hand 

when they are not needed, lut should lay them off as soon 

as conditions warrant. In laying off the men, give them 

fair treatnient. The respect of the nien to their superiors 
is an aftermath of the courtesy shown the men by the 
members of the overhead. 
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In laying off men, the time to notify them of being 

laid off is just before the rest of the crew goes to work 

in the morning. By notifying them at this time they do 

not have time to carry their hard luck story to their pals 

or buddies, thus taking other men with them that it i 

planned to ]<eeD on the fire, It is up to the fire chief 

to see that transportation is furnished men that are laid 

off so as to get them out of the forest as soon as poss- 

ible. If they have to hike down a trail, a capable person 

should go with them to escort them out of the forest. By 

all means do not allow outside men to go through the woods 

alone when they are laid off. They will probably he sore 

at the forest service for laying them off, and try to get 

even by starting more fires. Play safe, and send an escort 

with them. The first men to be laid off on large fires 

are the forest service road and trail crews. They should 

be renlaced as soon as possible, so that they may go back 

to their work on imnrovement. 

Before any men are laid off, the strawboss should 

rive his O.K. to the timekeeper to check the return of 

government property that the men may have. Any property 

not returned by the fire fighter should be charged to him 

on his time slip. 

RETTJRNING TOOLS. 

When returning tools t0 forest service tool caches, 

the fire chief should see that all tools are properly 

reconditioned, before being stored. Charge all recondition 

to the fire concerned. When returning tools to the Vancouver 
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warehouse, they need not be reconditioned, before being 

returned. The regional warehouse force reconditions all 

tools coming in from fires. However, all mess outfits 

should be cleaned before being returned from a fire. 

Before leaving the fire, the fire chief should see 

that a responsible person is left on the fire for patrol 

ouriDoses. This should preferably he a forest service man. 

The fire chief should also make arrangements to }ave the 

fire inspected by a resDonsible person such as the district 

ranger or a regional office man, before the fire is decl- 

ared dead out. 

DUTIES OP TI FOREMAN: 

The position of foreman ori a fire is a very important 

one, and a capable man should be chosen for this position. 

The foreman on a fire should he a forest service man pre- 

ferably, trained to do as the forest service wants done. 

He should be capable of handling men in large units. and 

of using his own initiative when occasion demands that he 

shall make decisions on the spur of the moment without 

waiting for orders from the fire chief. 

Immediately upon arrival at a fire, the foreman should 

report to the fire chief for instructions. He should be 

equipped with notebook and penol]. so as to cooy the inst- 

ructions or take notes on the instructions given him by 

the fire chief. The forest service form No. p77, (requisition 

for suolies), is very good for taking notes because it 

gives 3 or 4 copies of the material written down. 
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After getting a list of the strawbosses working under 

him, the foreman should get his strawbosses together and 

work out a tool list for each strawbosí crew from data 

supolied by the fire chief. He should then assign straw- 

bosses a job in organizing the men into etrawboss crews, 

and equipDing them with tods. Stay with the strawbosses 

to see that the organizing is being carried on as it 

should he, and then report back to the fire chief for 

further instructions, 

At this time the fire chief should give the foremen 

instructions covering their work on the fire such as, the 

sector assigned to each, how to get to sector, points to 

start crew to work, methods to use, location of spot fires 

and snags that need immediate attention and the location 

of water. 

Uron receiving instructions from the fire chief, the 

foremen should give their strawbosses any information 

that may be necessary. The strawbosses should have the 

crews organized by this time and ready to go to the fire. 

The foremen should give their strawbosses a copy of the 

instructions taken from the fire chief, explain any point 

needing clarifying, and then go to the fire with the straw- 

boss crews. 

Arrival at. The Fire Line. 

Uoon arrival at the fire line, the foreman should 

detail one man to look for spot fires that may be outside 

the edge of the fire. Give him written instructions cover- 
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ing the work he is to do. Have him o over the entire 

sector, 

Next, give instructions to the strawbosses covering 

what, where arid how the work is to be done. Get them start- 

ed on their sectors. The foreman should stay with each 

etrawboss crew long enough to get them started, then take 

another crew and line them up where they are supposed to 

work, After the crews are all lined up for continous line 

work, the foreman can send his time circulating among 

the crew along his sector to see that the work is being 

done as instructed by the fire chief. 

Thile going over the sectcr, the foreman should make 

a rough working map of the line being built, and take 

memorandum or notes covering the following: location of 

the fire front in regard to the topography and ground 

cover, location of most critical places to work such as 

hot spots, burning log piles, snags and spot fires, s'ot 

fires outside the fire line that need immediate attention, 

and those that can he neglected for the time. In other 

words, the foreman should keep a comolete set of notes 

on all conditions at the fire front so as to supply data 

for the progress report in camp. 

The foreman is resoonsible to the fire chief to 

hold his sector of the line against any further spread 

of the fire, This can he accomplished in part by first 

getting a rough line around the fire, and then strengthen- 

ing it, and moving his men to take care of vital spots 

needing immediate attention. In order further to hold 

his sector of the line, the foreman should know the burning 



conditjcns of the whole fire front of his sector at all 

times0 
For this reason the foreman should not bog down 

at one place, but should circulate freely along his 

sector1 

If one foreman finds that an adjacent foreman needs 

help, the crews should he merged to overcome the difficulty 

eT:countered, and then the crews should return to their 

respective sectors. The foremen are resnonsible for all 

work done on their sectors good and bad, therefore, if 

helt is needed that is not right at hand, a messenger should 

be sent to sumron aid. The foremen should also be prepared 

for the unexpected. If a portion of the line is lost, the 

foremen should know ahead of time what action he will 
take. 

Directing the Fire Fighters. 

In directing his men on the fire, the foreman should 

know all the details of work on the fire line such as brush- 

ing out the line, line construction, log and snag cutting, 

spike top trees, spot fires, hot spots on main fire, browned 

patches of brush and reproduction, moss on timber, use of 

nowder, use of soil, backfiring conditions, drafts on the 

fire, effect of slope, patrol of fire line and mop up 

work. 

I took up the details of each of the foregoing jobs 

when discussing the duties of the fire chief, so I will 

not go into them here in great detail. 
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The foreman should keep a daily progress map of the 

fire covering such details of the fire as the location 

and lenFth of the fire line built together with the method 

used on each part of the line, the location and length of 

the line lost with the method used on the line that was 

lost, the spot fires and their number, the length of line 

yet to build on his sector and how soon he expects to 

complete this line1 Other facts to keep on the progress 

rerort are the number of snags and logs cut and felled 

and their diameters. This report should be kept up to date 

and given to the camp boss each night so that a detailed 

reiort of the fire can be telephoned to the supervisor's 

office every night. 

The foreman should also keep a personnel record of 

the strawbosses in the way that they handle their crews. 

Also check the strawbosses for effeciency in their crews. 

The foreman should see that the st.rawbosses keep their 

crews intact, that they stay with their men and direct 

them and that they are having the proper type of work 

done. 

While the above number of items enumerated are 

just a few of the many duties covered by the foreman 

in fire suppression work, they cover the more important 

things the foreman should keep in mind while directing 

the work on his sector of the fire line, If he will 

pay close attention to the more important points in 

connection with his work on the fire, he will undoubtedly 

he a successful foreman. 



DUTIES OF THE STRAWBOSS. 

While the duties of the straw'ooss on the fire line 

closely resemble those of the foreman in regard to actual 

fire fighting, their duties differ somewhat in regard to 

the handling of the men. The straw'oosses come in much 

closer contact with the fire fighters than do the foreman, 

which rnaies the duties of the strawboss different from 

that of the foreman in that respect. 

The first main duty of the strawhos I shall take up 

will 1q that of organizing the men into 
strawboss crews , 

and issuing tools to them. One might think it is a very 

sinmle matter to issue tools to men on the 
fire, and 

divide them into strawboss crews, but on large fires, where 

hundreds of men are employed, and there are many strawboss 

crews, a systemmatic method f issuing tools is necessary. 

Such a system of dividing the men into strawboss 
crews and 

issuing tools to them was devised the past season on the 

Mount Hood National Forest. I shall use the method devised 

on this forest in this report. 

The first thing that the strawbosses siould do in 

organizing men into strawboss crews is tc equip themselves 

with a notebook and pencil. Here again, I would recommend 

the use of forest service form number 877. 

The tools should he sorted and riled loosely together 

so that. axes, shovels etc. can 'ce picked up quickly. 

The camp superintendent should be placed in some convenient 

niace where he canign the fire fighters a number as they 

file nast him. Three strawbosses should also take places 

as I have shown in the following diagram. 
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PLAN POR ORGANIZING FII CREWS. 

StrawboBs B 2 

. 

. 

Strawboss c 
e 

. 

. 

X 

e 

. 

I.... 

TOOLS 

Camp Sup't. 

Strawboss A. 

. 

Strawboss B 

. 

Strawboss C 

X 

Men to be lined up here in strawboss crews. 
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STRAWBOSS TOOL LIST AND IDENTIFICATION TAG 

FOR FIRE FIGHTERS. 

STRAWBOSS TOOL LIST. 

vire- - _______ ________ _____ 

Strawboss ____Smith ____ 

Fo reman ________ ____ 

.FToo1 
No No. Tools. 

1- saw 
1 2- saw handles 

I-file 

i- sledge 
1- wedge 
1- axe 

2- shovels 

__.!- hazel 2F 4 

5 
2- axes 

_l-_water bag ____ 
1- shovel 

6 1-_mattock 
1- file 

7 1-axe 

8 

g 

Identification Tag for 
Fire Fighters 
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When the fire fighters get their number and identi- 

fication tag, (as shown on the bottom of page 37), from 

the cam superintendent, they go down to strawbos A, who 

signs the men into strawboss crews by writing down the 

fire fighters number on a strawboss tool list. 

I have shown a plan of the tool list and identifica- 

tion tag on page 37. This strawboss tool list is for straw- 

boss Smith. The tools that Smith will have are listed on 

a piece of paper, separated into as many divisions as 

there are men in Smith's crew. The column of figures under 

Tool No. column is the number of such divisions made as 

to the number of men in the crew. 

The round drawing shown on the bottom of page 37 is 

characteristic of the identification tag. Round price tags 

are very good to use for this purpose. As the fire fighters 

file rast the camp superintendent, they receive a tag with 

their number wri.tten at the top. In this case the number 

of the fire fighter is 2. 

When the fire fighters come to strawboss A, they are 

assigned strawboss crews and get tool as follows. 

Straw boss A. 

i. Sign men to strawboss crew by writing their 

number opposite a list of tools on a strawboss 

tool list. 

2. Write tool line number and strawboss's initial 

on the fire fighter's identification tag, nd 

return tag to the fire fighter. (As shown on 

page 37, the strawboss tool list has the fire 

fighter's number, 25, opposite the line of 
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tools corresponding to number 4, which shows 

that this man will have 2 hazel hoes and is 

assigned to strawboss Smith.) (His identifi- 

cation tag shows that he has been assigned 

to Smith's crew, by the letter S, and that 

he will carry the tools opposite number 4 of 

Smith's tool list. 

3. Send fire fighters down to strawboss B. Point 

B out to them. 

4. When the strawboss tool list is filled, it 

should be given to the strawboss, as Smith's 

tool list, should be given to Smith, so that 

he may check his crew before leaving for the 

fire. 

Strawboss B. (Should have assistants to help pass tools). 

1. Look at the identification tag of the fire 

fighter to see what strawboss and tool line he 

was assined, then return identification tag 

to the fire fighter. 

2. Call off the tools corresDonding to the line 

number for the strawboss crew to which he was 

assigned, and see that the proper tools are 

given to the fire fighter. 

3. Send fire fighter down to strawboss C, point- 

ing C out to him. 

Strawboss C. 

1. Put up stake with strawbosses names or initials 

on it, behind which to line the men 

2 As the men corne from 8traWboss B, find out to 
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what strawboss crew they were assigned by 

inspecting their tag, looking for the initial 

of their strawboss. 

. Take fire fighter to the proper place behind 

the stake with the strawbosses name ori it 

corresDonding to the initial of the strawboss 

on his identification tag. 

As soon as all the men have been assigned strawbosses 

and tools, the strawbosses should check their list to see 

that the men are in their place and with the rroper tools. 

Stay with the men until orders are received from the fore- 

nan to go to the fire. 

On the fire, the strawbosses should start their crew 

on theA'r continous line work by placing the axemen first, 

then the buckers, the mattock men and shovel men coming 

last to firi4sh the line in good shape. The strawbosses 

should circulate freely all along the crew to help, direct, 

and sulDervise the work of line construction. 

The strawbosses are the timekeepers of the men on 

the fire. It is they that turn the time of the men into 

the timekeeper in camp, or the camp boss. The strawboss 

should keep the name, number and address of all the men 

in his crew in his time book, If the men desire to know 

fhe number of hours they received each day, the strawbosses 

should give them the correct number of hours0 ach night, 

the time for each man should be turned in to the camp 

boss, or timekeei'er, together with the rate of pay for 

each man, and the time for the strawboss. 
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Another important duty of the straboss is that of 

handling the men so as to get the macimum amount cf work 

from them. To handle men successfully so as to get the 

maximum amount rf work frein them is quite an art, and the 

strawbosses should be concerned with this question, namely, 

handling men in the proper way. 

The strawboss should not sit on a stump and holler 

at the men, but he should circulate among the whole crew, 

and be ready to help, direct and supervise the work the 

men are doing. He shoild give simple instructions followed 

by a demonstration, and then he should see that the iren 

do as they are directed. In giving instructions the straw- 

boss should talk on the point concerned and not mention 

any unnecessary details of the work. 

The strawboss should stay on the fire 'ine to direct 

his work. He is responsible to the fore'n to see that the 

work is carried on properly, and this cannot be done if 

the strawboss spends part of hi3 tine away from the fire 

line. If help is needed 1ie straw'oos3 should send a fire 

righter to summon aid, and give him written in3truction3 

if possible. 

In lining the men for work ori the fire line, the 

stra'boss should line them up so that one job crowds the 

other, at the same time ivin the men plenty of room to 

work. It is best to give each man a station of line to 

build. As soon as he finishes this station the strawboss 

should have a place picked out where he can move the man 

so as to keep him at work. The strawbos3 should not wait 

until the man finishes his station of line, but should have 

this Tli 
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planned out in advance. 

The strawboss is responsible for the tools issued to 

his crew, and he must know where the- tools are and what 

they are. He should keep a- list of all the tools in his 

crew. If there are tool3 on the line that are riot- needed, 

the stra'vbo3 should take theri back to he camp and be 

sure to get them checked from his list in the camp. Each 

night the straw'ooss should have the t0013 brought to a 

contnon place and placedf or the night. Piace them where 

they will not be in the way of pa:in hore or men and 

where they will not be in danger of being burned up. 

All tools should be kept arp If the tool3 get 

.ull, they should he taken to caip and exchanged for sharp 

ones. Broken tools must also be taken -to camp and exchanged 

for new ones. Broken hose should be taken in and exchanged. 

It is a good practice to tie a kiot in the hose that is 

broken so as to distinguish it from .the good eect ions. 

The details of the work encountered on the fire line 

were dealt with in writing the dutie3 of the fire chief 

so I will1t into them again in detail here. However, the 

strawbos3 should be well posted on all factors of fire 

fighting so as to be able to improve methods used on hli3 

sector where the work used will warrant improvement. TheY 

strawboss comes in clo.3e contact with the .'nen,makin his- 

knowledge of the work essentiál in order t1the rnight pass 

this knowledge down the line to his nen. By knowing the. 

factorr of fire fihting, the trr.hos3 cìn . ShOW tie !xen 

what to do, how to do it and where to apply their work 

in regard to the front of the fire. 
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